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About OutLine

OutLine is an all-ages rainbow
mental health organisation first
established in the 1970s, which
provides support across
Aotearoa to rainbow
communities, their friends,
whānau, and those questioning.
We offer a nationwide, free and
confidential support line and
online chat support service
between 6pm-9pm every
evening, for people who want to
speak to a trained volunteer
from the rainbow community.
We also provide specialist
rainbow counselling and an
Auckland based trans and nonbinary peer support service.

OutLine advocates for better
rainbow mental health
outcomes. We also have a
growing range of resources
available online.
Our objectives are to support,
affirm and advance rainbow
communities across Aotearoa
to achieve successful
outcomes by:
providing services which
cater for social, educational
and emotional needs
advocating for social,
cultural and legal rights
nurturing and providing
resources to meet
community aspirations
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Our Team

Board

Moira Clunie Co-chair
Aych McArdle Co-chair
Frances Arns Treasurer
Danika Plowman Secretary
Grace Abbott Member
Luca Bree Member
Ricky Te Akau Member (left
November 2021)

Counsellors

Hayden Oswin Senior
Counsellor
Thomas Hamilton Counsellor
Vicky Clothier Counsellor
Ross Palethorpe Counsellor
Olivia Campbell Counsellor

Training and Supervision
Vicky Clothier Clinical
Supervisor
Diana Rands Training
Facilitator

Staff

Claire Black General Manager
Leilani Thompson-Rikys Peer
Support Coordinator
Cam Yates Fundraising and
Finance Coordinator
Jenn Tamati Volunteer
Coordinator
Marty Blayney Counselling
Coordinator (joined January
2022)
Ember-Leigh Backhouse
Communications and Events
Coordinator (joined May
2022)
James Malcolm
Communications and Events
Coordinator (left April 2022)
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Manager
Report
Claire Black
she/her

The past year has looked very
different than usual, with our
Tāmaki Makaurau-based team
spending most of the past
twelve months working
remotely during Covid
lockdowns and outbreaks. It’s
been hard not seeing as much
of each other and our
communities, but we’ve
continued to find new ways to
stay connected as a team,
hold virtual events, and grow
our support services.
We did get to have a few
exciting events before the
August lockdown. Our new
Chat Service launched in June,
and we brought together staff,
volunteers, and friends of
OutLine to celebrate. Since
then, it’s been thrilling to see

service users engage with
OutLine support in this new
way. A huge thank you to our
volunteers who have come on
this journey, while continuing
to provide support on the
phonelines all year round.
In late July, OutLine hosted a
visit from the Rainbow Labour
caucus and the official
announcement of the
Conversion Practices
Prohibition Legislation. This
marked the start of a busy six
months of political advocacy;
we held a community
submission writing workshop
for the Conversion Practices
Prohibition Bill and
contributed written and oral
submissions on both this and
the Birth, Deaths, Marriages
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and Relationships Registration
Bill. We also worked with the
rest of the Rainbow Violence
Prevention Network to
contribute to the development
of Te Aorerekura: The National
Strategy to Eliminate Family
Violence and Sexual Violence,
which launched in December.

the number of sessions held
and clients supported; we
signed specialist EAP
agreements with KPMG and
Spark, a new model of
counselling provision for us;
and we added Olivia to the
team as a second placement
student. We were also able to

The Rainbow Violence
Prevention Network is one of
several networks that OutLine
has continued to deepen our
participation in. In July, Jenn
and I travelled down to Te
Whanganui-a-Tara to attend
a strategy hui for the Rainbow
Support Collective (formerly
the Youth Sector Rainbow
Collective). We also joined
with other helplines as a
founding member of the
Helpline Collaboration Group
last year. We are already
seeing huge benefits from
working so collaboratively
across these sectors.

offer over 350 sessions at no
cost to clients this year,
largely thanks to the ANZ Staff
Foundation and Foundation
North.

OutLine’s counselling service is
going from strength to
strength. We again increased

We completed the first two
years of the Trans Peer
Support Service and this

We have deepened our
involvement in the
Rainbow Violence
Prevention Network
and are a founding
member of the Helpline
Collaboration Group
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contract has been renewed for
a further three years. This is
wonderful recognition of the
mahi that Leilani and the
RainbowYOUTH team do to
support trans people
throughout Auckland and
Northland. Another highlight

Beyond Binary Code
advocates for nonbinary digital inclusion
and challenges
businesses on whether
they need to collect
gender data at all

was our virtual Trans Week of
Awareness events in November, including a virtual club
night hosted by Lipgloss and
featuring five trans DJs.
We didn’t get the chance to
celebrate Pride month with our
communities in person this
year, but February was still a

busy month as OutLine and
Spark launched Beyond Binary
Code, a project two years in
the making. We’re extremely
proud of this tool and broader
campaign, which advocates
for non-binary digital
inclusion, and for pushing
businesses to consider
whether they need to collect
gender data at all. We’re
excited to see the ongoing
promotion and uptake of this
tool in the months to come.
OutLine was thrilled to be
chosen by Eli Matthewson to
be his charity on Dancing with
the Stars this year. Eli’s time
was on the show was cut far
too short, but his shock
elimination caused a massive
outpouring of support for
OutLine, and we received over
$20,000 in donations within
the following week. We cannot
thank Eli enough for sharing
OutLine and what we do to
such a large audience.
At the end of April, the team
said an emotional goodbye to
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James Malcolm, who was
OutLine’s Communications and
Events Coordinator – and a
much-loved member of the
team – for over four years. We
will deeply miss James, but
we’re excited to hear about his
new adventures in Melbourne.
We also welcomed two new
staff members: Marty Blayney
joined in January to fill our
new Counselling Coordinator
role, and Ember-Leigh
Backhouse joined in May as
our new Communications and
Events Coordinator. Both have
been wonderful additions to
the team, and we’re all looking
forward to when we can safely
spend more time working
together in person.
This year’s AGM is also a time
of big change for OutLine, as
we say goodbye to two of our
longest-standing Board
members. Aych McArdle has
been a Board member for four
years, and a Co-chair for two.
Their enormous passion for
our communities and comms

expertise have been
absolutely invaluable. Frances
Arns was brought on as
Treasurer a little over three
years ago, and her financial
knowledge and thoughtful
approach to governance have
hugely helped to guide the
organisation to a more stable
position. I am personally
deeply grateful to them both,
and I look forward to building
on all their mahi with new
Board members in the coming
year.
Ngā mihi nui,
Claire Black
General Manager
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Co-chair
Report
Aych McArdle
they/them

Kia ora OutLine whānau,
What an honour it is to reflect
on another massive year for
our organisation and for our
communities at large!
Thank you to our staff and
volunteers for being so
responsive as we navigated
the second year of the Covid
pandemic. We pivoted
services through changing
alert levels, the introduction of
the traffic light system,
vaccine passes and mask
usage to keep everyone safe.
Your graciousness and heart
for the people we serve kept
us focused.
In July 2021 we hosted Justice
Minister Hon Kris Faafoi and

colleagues to announce the
introduction of the Conversion
Practices Prohibition
Legislation Bill to parliament. I
am so proud of the way our
communities mobilised to see
this legislation pass, and I
acknowledge the huge toll
that this has taken.
Epic appreciation to long-time
friend of OutLine, Eli
Matthewson for choosing us
as his charity for his time on
Dancing With The Stars. Thank
you for sharing with the nation
on primetime television that
OutLine is always here if
anyone needs to reach out. Ps.
You were robbed and I hope
you keep dancing!
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Another highlight of the year
was the launch of the Beyond
Binary project with our
incredible partner Spark and
their creative team at Colenso
BBDO. Supporting the roll out
of a resource and a national
conversation about a safer
internet for our nonbinary and
takatāpui whānau was epic!
Huge shout out to James
Malcom and Claire Black from
our team for your work on this
ground-breaking project.
Thank you to our board for
your continued commitment
to our vision of making
OutLine the best place to work
and volunteer. Every policy we
deep dive into and every
initiative we undertake always
puts our people at its heart.
I am so proud of all the ways
OutLine serves our
communities. And I am so
excited for all of the
opportunities ahead for
OutLine as we continue to
grow, stretch, adapt and

innovate to meet the needs of
our rainbow whānau across
Aotearoa.
OutLine was one of the first
places I ever reached out to
for awhi around my rainbow
identity over a decade ago.

I am so excited for all of
the opportunities
ahead for OutLine as
we continue to grow,
stretch, adapt and
innovate for our
rainbow whānau
Serving OutLine as your cochairperson and as a
Governance Board member
has been the honour of a
lifetime.
Ngā manaakitanga,
Aych McArdle,
Co-chairperson
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Co-chair
Report
Moira Clunie
they/them

Kia ora e te whānau,
I’m grateful for the opportunity
to continue in my Co-Chair
role for another year, and to
be reflecting on the time since
the last AGM.
Others have talked about
OutLine’s specific
achievements over the last
year. It’s been amazing to see
our organisation not only
survive the ongoing pandemic,
but grow our capacity to
support communities across
the country. Next year, I’m
looking forward to tackling
some of our big strategic
questions around how we
support hauora Māori, grow
access to our services,
respond to the needs of the

most marginalised in our
communities, and build
financial sustainability.
Politically it’s been a busy
year. The health system is
undergoing major reforms to
promote equity, rainbow rights
have been in the spotlight
with the conversion practices
ban and birth certificate
reforms being passed, and
we’ve seen increasing
recognition of our communities’ experiences in the
government’s work on mental
health, violence prevention
and homelessness.
I’m looking forward to working
with Claire and the Board to
explore how to make the most
of these opportunities so that
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OutLine can support more
takatāpui and rainbow people
across Aotearoa, and grow
access to rainbow mental
health support and genderaffirming healthcare. These
kaupapa are bigger than our
organisation alone, and
OutLine has increasingly been
active in collaborative
networks like the Rainbow
Violence Prevention Network
and Rainbow Support
Collective to explore shared
service delivery and collective
advocacy.
We’ll have massive shoes to
fill at this year’s AGM as both
Aych and Frances finish their
terms on the Board. Both of
them joined the Board during
a time of organisat-ional
change, and both have
contributed hugely to the
OutLine’s sustainability and
professionalism.
Among their many contributions, Aych has shared their
brilliant strategic communications skills to grow

OutLine’s national reach
through supporting our
rebranding, helping to grow
our media profile and guiding
our partnership on the Beyond
Binary campaign. I’ve valued
their work with me as we’ve
developed the Co-Chair roles,

OutLine has grown its
national reach and is in
a much more stable
position financially,
having increased its
income despite the
pandemic
and as we’ve combined our
perspectives and skills to
respond to all kinds of
challenges and opportunities.
OutLine is not only in a much
more stable position
financially since Frances
joined as Treasurer, but we’ve
been able to increase income
even through the pandemic,
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grow our staff team and plan
more effectively to fund our
strategic aspirations. Frances
has brought a rare combination of financial management skills, understanding of
the rainbow NGO context and
level-headed practicality, and
I’m so grateful for how she
helped navigate us to a more
stable, considered and
positive place financially.
Thank you so much for your
service to our communities, e
kōrua, he mihi aroha.
I’d also like to thank our other
Board members this year:
Luca, Grace, Danika and Ricky,
for their thoughtful and skilful
contributions.
Thanks also to Claire for her
leadership, and to our
dedicated staff team,
counsellors, volunteers and
members for everything you
contribute to helping
takatāpui and rainbow people
across Aotearoa feel more

connected, supported and
seen.
He mihi maioha ki a koutou,
Moira Clunie
Co-chairperson
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Treasurer
Report
Frances Arns
she/her

It is a joy to be writing the
Treasurer report this year,
with OutLine having gone from
strength to strength over the
past year, building on the
momentum from the prior
year. Some (financial)
highlights from the year
include renewing our DHB
Trans Peer Support Service
contract, receiving just over
$70k of Covid response
funding, and seeing our
donations absolutely
skyrocket to over $100k.
The financial headline for the
year is that the organisation
made a surplus of $98,198.
This is more than double the
surplus in FY20-21, and let’s
not forget about the two years

of deficits prior to that. This
surplus is the result of
dedicated work by many
volunteers and staff over the
past couple of years. A special
mention to our General
Manager, Claire, who has
navigated the waka with
passion and relentless drive.
We would like to acknowledge
our funders, who continue to
support OutLine to improve
outcomes for rainbow
communities. This includes
the Lottery Grants Board,
Foundation North, Auckland
Council, COGS, the ANZ Staff
Foundation, and Clare
Foundation.
Our almost $100k of donations
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for the year came from 328
individual donations, a 41%
increase in the number of
donations from the prior year.
Campaigns and organisations
who made a significant
contribution include Sweat
with Pride, Jarden, Cos, Mango
Communications NZ, and
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare. We
are especially grateful to our
regular givers.
The majority of the Covid
response funding went into
providing free and subsidised
counselling, which has been a
fantastic initiative. With close
management, we have been
able to break-even with the
counselling fees thanks to the
additional funding we
received. The Board and GM
are looking strategically at
this service and how we can
expand it in a sustainable
way.
Expenses remained low,
largely driven by the
pandemic which led to

reduced in-person events,
activity and travel. This is
evidenced by 83% of the
expenses for the year being
staff salaries and employment
related costs. We anticipate
on the whole we will see

OutLine has more than
doubled its surplus
thanks to low expenses
and a 41% increase in
donations, providing
us with six months of
operating reserves
expenses start to increase
again in the coming year, with
the introduction of in-person
activities where safe and
desirable.
OutLine’s reserves now sit at
around $192,000, which
represents around six months
worth of operating expenses.
So, if OutLine didn’t receive
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any more income, we could
operate for six months. This is
a good balance between
mitigating financial risk and
not sitting on money that
could be used to further our
kaupapa. The reserves will
necessarily grow over time as
OutLine grows, to maintain a
good level of security. After
the uncertainty in general over
the last couple of years, and
the financial challenges
OutLine faced prior to that, the
Board and management are
determined to make sure the
organisation has the financial
base to navigate difficult
times. There is an opportunity
as these reserves grow to seek
financial return, and the Board
and OutLine GM have
investigated options in this
space.
Finally, I would like to
acknowledge the conclusion of
my time on the OutLine Board,
after joining back in April 2019.
It has been a real journey over
the last few years, and I am so

proud of where we have got to
as an organisation. I will be
cheering OutLine on as it
continues to grow and serve
our communities.
He rā whatiwhati kō
A day of hard work
Frances Arns
Treasurer
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Phone Support
OutLine runs a rainbow support
line at 0800 OUTLINE between
6pm-9pm every evening for
those who want to speak to a
trained volunteer from our
rainbow communities. This
service is free, confidential and
all-ages.
We offer support to rainbow
people across Aotearoa, as well
as their friends, whānau, and
allies.

People can call to discuss:
sexual orientation
gender identity
variations of sex
characteristics
coming out
relationships
isolation
discrimination
navigating gender-affirming
healthcare
meeting people
just to have a chat!

Rainbow Support Line calls per month

21

2221
total calls between
April 2021 and
March 2022

The 0800 support line received
calls from more than 700
unique phone numbers in FY2122.
OutLine continues to improve
on the way we collect and
report on anonymised data
relating to our phone services.
Our participation in the newly
formed Helpline Collaboration
Group is already assisting us
with further growth in this area.

62%
First-time
callers

29%
Repeat
callers

9%
Regular
callers
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Chat Support
The OutLine Chat Support
Service is a free online peer
support service offering
rainbow-focused support to
people throughout Aotearoa
between 6pm-9pm every
evening at outline.org.nz.
We welcome chats from
rainbow people, people who are
questioning their sexuality or
gender identity, intersex
people/people with variations
of sex characteristics, and their
friends and whānau.

The confidential chat support
service is answered by trained
volunteers from our rainbow
communities. They can help
find sources of trusted
information, connection to
community or peers, and
medical or mental health
services that welcome rainbow
people.

Rainbow Chat Support Service chats per month
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454
total chats
between June 2021
and March 2022

This service was launched in
June last year with the goal of
expanding our services to
benefit as many people as
possible, and to continue to be
relevant and accessible to a
changing population.
All chats and chatters remain
strictly confidential. However,
we have anonymised the data
to present some general
themes:
Overall, sexuality was the
most common selection for
people stating what they
were reaching out about

39%
from
Auckland

25.6%
aged 15-19

Chatters from Wellington
were mostly enquiring
about gender, with
sexuality following close
behind
Chatters from Canterbury
mostly reached out about
sexuality
Those aged 30-34 were
mostly reaching out on
behalf of a friend or
whānau member
Those under 15 enquired
highest about sexuality
Those aged 15-29 enquired
highest about gender, then
sexuality, then information
and resources
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Volunteers
Our support line and chat
support service are both
answered entirely by
volunteers, who generously
donate their time and lived
expertise to provide peersupport to our rainbow whānau.
Volunteers are trained over the
course of two weekends to
support callers with gender
identity, sexual orientation,
diverse sex characteristics, and
issues that affect rainbow
communities and their friends
and whānau.
Our volunteers also attend
regular supervision forums so
they can continue their
learning, ask any questions
they may have and debrief on
potentially difficult calls or
chats.
Our training process has
continued to develop to allow
for remote trainings and
volunteering.

We had three trainings within
FY21-22 completed by 31 new
volunteers.
A dedicated volunteer coordinator, Jenn, was employed
in June 2021, increasing the

31

new volunteers
trained in FY21-22

capacity and focus for both
OutLine’s volunteer management and the Peer Support
network, maintained by
Leilani.
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With a dedicated volunteer
coordinator role, we moved to
facilitate trainings internally
with two fulltime OutLine staff
available.
As a result, we have scaled
back the role of Diana Rands,
who has developed and
facilitated OutLine’s volunteer
training for decades. We
warmly thank Diana for her
incredible service and will
continue to welcome her as a
training guest facilitator.

2021 training guest
facilitators
Jelly O’Shea Intersex Aotearoa
Petazae Thoms
Dee Morgan
Mark Fisher – Body
Positive
Joey Macdonald – Te
Ngākau Kahukura
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Counselling
OutLine offers specialist
counselling with experienced
professionally qualified
counsellors who specialise in
rainbow-affirming counselling.
The counselling team assist
rainbow-identified people, their
families, and anyone
questioning their own sexual
orientation or gender identity,
or who are intersex or have a
variation of sex characteristics
(VSC).
Common themes from service
users include:
Gender identity and
sexuality questioning
Grief and isolation
Loneliness and lack of
connection to community
Depression and a range of
anxiety issues
Homelessness and insecure
housing access
Disclosure issues (both
sexuality and gender
identity)

Social connection post
gender affirming
experiences both medical
and non-medical
Parents of transgender and
non-binary
children/adolescent
support and assistance
with navigation
Multiplying minority
stressors causing impacts
on mental health –
disability/culturally
diverse/religious
/neurodiverse
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273

counselling referrals
from April 2021 to
March 2022

The counselling team engage
with our phone and chat
volunteers, working together to
support enquiries, offer advice
and support and share
knowledge.
The counselling team also work
with the Peer Support worker
and offer clinical support
monthly. This collaborative
approach helps in supporting
people engaging with the
service as well as enhancing
our practice and learning from
each other's models and
knowledge.

18%
increase in
counselling
sessions

626
individual
counselling
sessions

In February, we hired a
dedicated Counselling
Coordinator, Marty, to triage
clients and improve
processes. This has freed up
our counsellor Tommy (who
previously undertook this role)
to be able to take on more
clients.
Between April 2021 and 2022,
we delivered 626 individual
counselling sessions - an 18%
increase on the previous year
(532 sessions), and more than
triple the number in FY19-20
(205 sessions).
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Peer Support
OutLine’s trans and non-binary
peer support service provides
support for trans and nonbinary people aged 28 and
older in the wider Auckland
region. We provide support to
people who are figuring out
their gender identity, advice on
how to access genderaffirming healthcare, and
support for trans people facing
other issues related to living
life as trans person. Often the
support is about dealing with
systemic discrimination and
the microaggressions that
trans people face in their daily
lives.
We completed 60 initial
assessments and worked with
72 clients in FY21-22. Of the
trans people we worked with:
75% wanted mental
wellbeing support
72% wanted support
accessing gender-affirming
healthcare

75% wanted to connect with
other trans people
67% wanted support in their
relationships with whānau
A small number of people
needed support with more
complex issues such as
receiving gender affirmation
in a prison context, insecure
housing, experiencing
violence, or facing other
barriers.
Over the past year the trans
community faced a lot with
both the BDMRR and
Conversion Practises
legislation going through
select committee. Our
communities gave a huge
amount of input in order to
better the lives of other trans
people and also met a lot of
transphobic backlash. Trans
peer support often focused on
self-care, boundaries and
coping strategies as people
experienced increased
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74

clients supported
in FY21-22

transphobia both interpersonally and online.
Another major theme for the
year was Covid and its flow-on
effects for the trans community
in terms of stress and isolation.
OutLine checked in with clients
and the broader trans
communities about whether
they’d been able to access
Covid vaccination and any
barriers to getting vaccinated,
and also gave advice to DHB
staff and people creating
inclusive vaccination centres.
Trans communities were
impacted by the vaccine pass
system, where NHIs were in

292
small group and
one-on-one
meetings

72
group
meetings

people’s deadnames or where
they didn’t have Identity
documents that matched.
OutLine’s Peer Support Worker
spent a lot of time sharing
information in different
community groups and social
media as well as liaising with
the Ministry of Health to help
resolve those issues.
OutLine began FY21-22 with
two different trans peer
support groups and a Discord
group. In December 2021 we
added a new BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, People of Colour)
trans group as well as a new
Discord group moderator.
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"[OutLine’s] support
worker was very
patient and supportive
and enabled me the
space and time to talk
through my feelings
and find selfacceptance … I was
able to get a better
perspective on being a
gender diverse person
in today’s society"
Our trans peer support groups
meet fortnightly, and have
been mostly held online due to
Covid. The groups help trans
people to build resilience in
relationship with other trans
people. These relationships are
essential and life affirming.
In October we facilitated a
parents and whānau workshop
together with RainbowYOUTH
and Heart, a Tāmaki-based

violence prevention
organisation. Aimed
specifically for Māori and
Pasifika whānau, it was a
really positive learning
experience for people very
new to the rainbow
community.
We celebrated Trans Week of
Awareness with a number of
events for the trans
community. We held an online
games/meet-up night,
attended by about 25 people,
as well as holding a Zoom
club night hosted by Lipgloss
featuring five trans DJs and
attended by 40-50 people.
Both these events were
wonderful opportunities to
meet other trans people and
the DJ night enabled us to
celebrate trans joy and
resilience.
We also held an online Trans
Day of Remembrance Service.
This was supported by a
number of different organisations and community
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members. It was an opportunity
to reflect on the lives lost to
transphobic violence and to
commit to an end to
transphobia. Speakers Moira
Clunie, Radhika Raj and

Petazae Thoms highlighted the
violence particularly faced by
trans people of colour, and the
connection between
colonisation and violence
against trans people.
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Beyond Binary
Code
Beyond Binary Code is a
collaborative project between
Spark and OutLine that
advocates for non-binary
digital inclusion. Two years in
the making, the project marks a
high point in OutLine’s ongoing
strategic partnership with
Spark.
Beyond Binary Code aims to
help businesses re-evaluate if,
when and how they ask for
gender data – first by
assessing if capturing gender
data is even necessary, and if it
is, generating an HTML code
that can be added to their
website to make forms and
fields more gender inclusive.
The code also includes
supporting materials that help
businesses apply good data
privacy practices, get company
buy-in and create change
within organisations.

The project was conceived by
creative agency Colenso BBDO
in collaboration with Spark
and OutLine. It was brought to
fruition by Claire Black, James
Malcolm and Aych McArdle at
OutLine; Frith Wilson-Hughes
and Caitlin Hayns at Spark;
and the talented team at
Colenso BBDO. The Colenso
team had previously worked
on our rebrand in 2021, and
again provided exceptional
results with the Beyond Binary
Code campaign.
We worked with Spark to
conduct a gender data survey
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of non-binary participants in
2021. The survey found over 84%
of respondents felt often or
always misrepresented when
sharing their gender
information online with a
business or organisation. These
findings helped to inform the
messaging behind the Beyond
Binary Code campaign.
The campaign was launched in
February 2022 with a website,
videos, and social media
content across Spark and
OutLine channels. In just four
months, the campaign had a
potential reach of 4.8 million

people through earned PR and
media. There have also been
18,000 visits to the Beyond
Binary Code website; from this
audience, 1.7% of visitors
downloaded the code and
resources.
The campaign had about an
eighth of the media spend of a
typical brand campaign.
Despite this, it outperformed
the benchmarks on all key
measures except for those
directly related to media
spend. Notably, the campaign
outperformed on the key
measure of brand strength.
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4.8
million people
reached

18k
website
visits

A renewed media campaign
was launched in June 2022 to
coincide with World Pride
Month. With high-profile
television, newspaper and
digital advertising, this is
expected to grow the
campaign’s reach even further.
The renewed campaign also
includes business-to-business
promotion of Beyond Binary
Code, with the aim of getting

1.7%
downloaded
the code

more organisations to review
their gender data collection
policies. Change takes time
for big business, but Spark is
already in conversation with
some great organisations.
Spark is also able to lead by
example, by showing that big
businesses do not need to
collect gender data on their
customers in order to be
successful.
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Our strategic partnership
Since 2017, OutLine has had a
strategic partnership with Spark to
help support and grow our
organisation. Spark's support of
OutLine is year-round and farreaching.
Spark provide us with the
equipment, software and tech
support to keep our support line
and online chat support service
running.
They've also offered their expertise
on areas such as our
communications strategy and
leadership.

Beyond Binary has also had a
positive internal impact at
Spark, with 11% of employees
completing their gender
diversity education module.
This was more than double the
goal of 5%.

Spark paid for our brand refresh
last year, and provide regular
financial support for our
attendance at key Pride Month
events like the Big Gay Out, Pride
March and Pride Party in Tāmaki
Makaurau.
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Dancing with
the Stars
OutLine was thrilled to be
chosen by comedian and radio
host Eli Matthewson to be his
charity on Dancing with the
Stars NZ this year.
Eli’s choice of OutLine was
partly the result of James
Malcolm’s excellent
relationship-building and
advocacy skills.
Eli’s appearance on Dancing
with the Stars was a milestone
for rainbow representation in
Aotearoa. He was the first-ever
dancer to perform with a
same-sex partner in the show’s
nine-season history. Although
Eli originally wanted a gay
dancing partner, he was thrilled
with the support and
camaraderie he found with
straight ally Jonny Williams.
Eli was one of the best
performers on the show, but

his time was cut far too short
when he was eliminated in
only the second week of the
show. However, his shock
elimination caused a massive
outpouring of support for
OutLine, and we received over
$20,000 in donations within
the following week.
Eli was also an amazing
advocate for OutLine on his
social media platforms, which
greatly increased our reach
and visibility. We gained
hundreds of followers on
Instagram alone thanks to Eli’s
consistent advocacy.
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Dancing with the Stars also
thrust OutLine into the
national spotlight like never
before, thanks to extensive
media coverage of Eli’s
elimination. We were
mentioned in more than 10
articles in outlets including
Stuff, The New Zealand Herald,
The Spinoff, and Woman's Day.
Our GM Claire was featured in
broadcast interviews with
Newshub and The Edge.
We cannot thank Eli enough
for sharing OutLine and what
we do to such a large
audience.
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Bill Submissions
In the past year, the
Government has passed two
landmark pieces of rainbow
rights legislation that will have
an enormous impact on
rainbow communities
throughout Aotearoa.
OutLine contributed valuable
submissions on both bills, and
also provided support for
rainbow people who took part
in or were affected by the
process.
The Births, Deaths, Marriages,
and Relationships Registration
(BDMRR) Bill will allow trans,
non-binary, takatāpui and
intersex people to update the
gender recorded on their birth
certificates through a selfidentification process. It will
also allow people to record
non-binary genders on their
birth certificates, through new
regulations currently under
consultation.

The Conversion Practices
Prohibition Legislation Bill will
ban conversion practices that
seek to change or suppress a
person's sexual orientation,
gender identity, or gender
expression. The bill was
announced at the OutLine
offices in July 2021 by Minister
of Justice Kris Faafoi,
alongside members of
Labour’s Rainbow Caucus and
long-time campaigners.
OutLine was proud to host the
press conference, which was
attended by major media
outlets and resulted in
nationwide news coverage
across print, radio, television
and online channels.
OutLine made substantive
written and verbal
submissions to the select
committees considering both
the BDMRR and conversion
practices bills, and also
submitted on behalf of the
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Rainbow Support Collective.
We also held a community
submission writing workshop
to help people make effective
submissions on the conversion
practices bill. The Zoom
workshop was well attended
by members of Aotearoa’s
rainbow communities.
Both bills attracted
considerable debate, which
was difficult for many
members of Aotearoa’s

rainbow communities. OutLine
offered support through our
phoneline, chat, counselling
and peer support services.
The BDMRR bill passed in
December 2021, while the
conversion practices bill
passed in February 2022.
OutLine will continue to work
with our rainbow communities
as new regulations are
introduced and the laws come
into force.
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Fundraisers
Fundraisers are a huge support
to OutLine. Funds raised help us
continue the important work we
do for our rainbow whānau.
Fundraisers can come in a
whole range of shapes and
sizes, from selling products, to
running an event or something
completely outside the box - it
is all greatly appreciated!
Sweat with Pride is an annual
fundraiser to support rainbow
non-profits including OutLine.
Participants sign up to exercise
for at least 21 minutes a day
and gather donations from
friends, whānau and
colleagues. In 2021, we received
10% of Sweat with Pride
donations, totalling $31,475.
Ōtepoti queer bar Woof! held
two amazing fundraisers last
year, including a bingo night
and T-shirt fundraiser. The first

batch of Queer Mess tees sold
out in 36 hours, raising $1,500
for OutLine.
Travel company Booking.com
raised funds for OutLine with
the Postcards from Pride
campaign. Working with
creative agency Mango and
photographer Becki Moss,
Booking.com produced a set
of five postcards that featured
stories from diverse rainbow
travellers across Aotearoa.
The high-profile campaign
raised $10,000 for OutLine.
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Supporters
and donors
OutLine would like to warmly
thank those who supported our
work this year with their skills
and expertise:
Peer Support
Andie Morton
Matthew Berrigan
Bailey Daborn
Yibing Yang
Lee Jacobsz
Skyler Watt
Shomudro Das
Michelle Wilkinson
Training Facilitators
Jelly O’Shea - Intersex
Aotearoa
Petazae Thoms
Dee Morgan
Mark Fisher – Body Positive
Joey Macdonald – Te
Ngākau Kahukura
Donations to OutLine make a
huge difference to our organisation and what we are able

to do. We want to extend a
huge thank you to everyone
who supported OutLine
financially in the last year with special mention of these
regular or significant donors:
Donors
Samuel Drumm
Nic Edge
Manu Erwin
Sue Fitchett
Kelly Geater
Bhenjamin Goodsir
Gow Family Trust
Sophie Jones
Being PROUD at Kotahi
Pshem Kowalczyk
Charlotte Littlewood
MBIE Ngai Kahukura
Greg Morgan
Andie Morton
Chris Parker
Taine Polkinghorne
Kevin Sanderson
Sam Sutherland
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Thanks to our
sponsors
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AGM Minutes 2021
Kaupapa ki te hui ā-tau
Te 23 o Pipiri (23 June) 2021
Present: Moira Clunie (CoChair), Aych McArdle (CoChair), Grace Abbott (BM),
Danika Plowman, Kyle
Habershon, Luca Bree (BM), Ali
Nicoll van Leeuwen, Bhenjamin
Goodsir, Mark Easthope, Ricky
Te Akau (BM), Frances Arns
(Treasurer), Graham Barnes,
Claire Black (GM)
Apologies: Max Tweedie
AGM opened by Moira at
6.00pm
Karakia
This is a webinar, we can’t
all see each other
We’re using anonymous
polls to vote on motions
(test poll: superpowers)
Also using ‘raise hand’ to
support or second motions go to Participants then raise
hand - test that now

If you have any questions
or comments as we go
along put them in the chat
(make sure it’s set to “All
panellists and attendees”
so everyone can see), also
feel free to introduce
yourself or say hi
The supporting documents
for this meeting have been
emailed out to members
today
Polls are anonymous
Motion: That the list of
members proposed for full
membership is approved.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Kyle
Habershon
Motion passed
Motion: That the apologies
are accepted as received.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Moira Clunie
Motion passed
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Motion: That the minutes of
the 2020 AGM are accepted as
a true and accurate record.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Ricky Te Akau
Motion passed
Motion: That the CoChairpersons’ report is
accepted.
Moved by Kyle Habershon,
seconded by Luca Bree
Motion passed
Motion: That the General
Manager’s report is accepted.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Bhenjamin
Goodsir
Motion passed
Motion: That the Treasurer’s
report is accepted.
Moved by Luca Bree,
seconded by Ali Nicoll van
Leeuwen
Motion passed

Motion: That the changes to
the constitution noted in the
attached document are
accepted.
Moved by Grace Abbott,
seconded by Bhenjamin
Goodsir
Motion passed
Motion: That OutLine Board
members are paid according
to the schedule in the
attached document for
meetings they attend in the
2021-2022 Board term.
Moved by Frances Arns,
seconded by Ali Nicoll van
Leeuwen
Motion passed
Elections for Executive Board
Motion: That Moira Clunie and
Luca Bree stand down from
the current Board.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Grace Abbott
Motion passed
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Motion: That Moira Clunie is
voted onto the Executive
Board as Co-Chairperson for
the 2021-2023 term.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Frances Arns
Motion passed
Motion: That Luca Bree and
Danika Plowman are voted
onto the Executive Board for
the 2021-2023 term.
Moved by Aych McArdle,
seconded by Ricky Te Akau
Motion passed
Motion from Bhenjamin
Goodsir: To cover the costs of
the Board for attending full
Board meetings retrospectively for the last year
according to the agreed
schedule.
Moved by Bhenjamin
Goodsir, seconded by Ricky
Te Akau
Motion passed
Moira closed AGM at 7.07pm.

Appendix: Changes to
constitution
1. Name
Change the name of the
organisation to OutLine
Aotearoa Incorporated,
reflecting feedback in the
Brand Refresh Survey and the
organisation’s commitment to
Te Tiriti.
2. Objects of the Society
Previously “Objects/Powers”.
Clauses covering powers have
been shifted into the following
section.
Addition of “teleconference
and videoconference”
counselling in (a)(III) to
reflect counselling service
practices
Removal of “counselling” from
what is provided by the peer
support, as this is misleading
in terms of how the
organisation today uses the
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term “counselling”.
Clarify what it means to limit
operations within New Zealand
– new clause (b)
3. Powers of the Society
Additional clause (a) – legal
terminology to clarify the
organisation’s rights and
powers.
Powers clauses from old
constitution then included
here with caveat that they do
not “limit the wider powers
conferred by [the previous
clause]”
4. Membership (previously
“Members”)
This section has been
reworked and restructured
significantly to meet current
and future organisational
needs.
Full membership
Additionally clarifies that this
is available to those not

restricted (e.g. staff) and
shifts from full membership
being voted on at AGM to
application submitted to and
approved by the Board to
streamline process.
The concept of pro-rating the
membership fee (if ever levied
– not currently relevant) if
joining partway through the
year is removed. For ease of
administration, people would
just pay the relevant annual
fee regardless of when they
signed up.
Adds specification of rights
afforded by full membership,
including voting rights,
speaking rights and that a full
member may at any
reasonable time inspect the
minutes of the Board.
Associate membership
Associate membership, rather
than being functionally
interchangeable with full
membership and connected to
phoneline training, becomes
available to people who fall
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outside criteria of full
membership i.e. currently
employed staff, contractors
(and rationale for this) and
non-rainbow people.
Clarifies rights of associate
membership. Stated that this
will be granted to staff
members ex officio.
Concept of “non-active”
membership is removed, as is
the idea of graduating from
Associate membership to Full
membership, or membership
being tied in any way to
phone volunteering/training.
Life membership
Process for life membership
clarified and changed from
being voted in at AGM to
being selected by the Board.
Requirements (giving name
and contact details) and
rights (can attend and vote at
meetings, no requirement to
pay membership fees or renew
membership annually) of Life
membership clarified.

Membership application
Membership application
process added, including
reasons membership might be
refused, appeal process, and
requirements for becoming a
member (including provision
of name and contact details
as required by Incorporated
Societies Act).
Adds that the Society will
cease accepting applications
for membership within seven
days of date of a General
Meeting until end of Meeting.
This will give the Board
sufficient time to review new
applications, but still allow
people who were previously
non-members to nominate
themselves for a Board
position by applying for
membership simultaneously.
Register of Members
Add section about register of
members and its
management, and clarifies
how this will be stored.
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Membership fees
Clarifying that the Board can
also set concession rates for
(as well as waive) any
membership fee and that they
will be responsible for setting
this, including rate and due
date, if any.

5. Governance Board

Term of membership
Setting a term of membership
of up to one year, which
renews on organisational
balance date.

Distinction made of
“Officeholders” vs additional
members rather than just cochairpersons.

Revises processes around
membership termination.
Resignation functionally the
same; power of expulsion
shifted from a General
Meeting and then no right of
appeal, to the Board with an
appeal process via a Special
Meeting. Clarification added of
what would incite a
suspension or expulsion of
membership.
--*General Meetings content
moved to later in constitution

This section is a
reorganisation and reworking
of the former “officers” and
“powers of the Governance
Board” sections to create
more logical flow and clarity.

Content about powers of
officeholders shifted to next
section
Total number of Board
members elected increased
from “up to” seven to “up to”
nine. This will give the ability
to increase Board size to
create greater capacity and
flexibility in working, with the
Board able to set the number
of General Members ahead of
AGM as deemed appropriate.
Clarifies that two members of
the Board as a whole must
identify as Māori.
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Clarification added that
people can only hold one
position on the Board at any
time.
Election of Members
Shift from just cochairpersons, to all four
officeholder positions being
elected by membership,
clarification that for each of
these, this will be by majority
vote. This will encourage
people with relevant skills to
run for treasurer and secretary
positions to ensure these are
filled by interested people.
General clarification and
tidying up of nomination and
election processes.
More detail on process of
electing other members of the
Board.
Replace Secretary to being
responsible for receiving
nominations with “the Board or
its agent/s”, and clarifying
that this must be in form
prescribed by the Board not

just written. Change from
“signed” to “supported... in
writing” by two full members
Clarification of process if
insufficient written
nominations, so that any
failure to meet required
nominations results in
elections from the floor.
Change from requiring cochairperson to have been a
full members for at least one
month prior to AGM
(functionally one year under
current voting on membership
system) to any member of the
Board must be either full or
life member – just means
being a member at point of
nomination in line with
application process.
Sentence about officeholders
holding office until successor
appointed or selected
removed to allow practically
for case of abrupt vacancy –
also covered by “hold[ing]
office until the AGM due at the
conclusion of their two year
term”.
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When people are co-opted,
they are added only until the
next AGM, at which point they
can run for election, plan to be
reappointed by the next Board
for another one-year period,
or a discussion can be had
about whether a certain role
needs to be added
permanently regardless of
who fills it.
Additional content around
process if officeholder position
becomes vacant, aiming to
keep the alternating two-year
terms intact in the face of
mid-term resignations while
ensuring democratic control
over officeholders. If someone
was voted as a General
Member, that gets treated as
an endorsement by the
membership and they
automatically hold the rest of
the officeholder term. If they
were co-opted and there’s
more than a year remaining,
the second year gets put to a
vote at the next AGM.
Clauses about powers and

quorum moved to next
sections.
Adds process for expelling
Board Members, including
what happens if they miss too
many meetings, to ensure
clear expectations around
meeting attendance and
commitment.
6. Powers of the Governance
Board
New section added to
elaborate the part of previous
clause 6a about the Board’s
powers.
7. Responsibilities of the
Governance Board
New section clarifying
responsibilities of specific
Officeholder roles. Additional
procedure around Board
meetings added.
Removes co-chair casting
vote and instead require a
majority for motions to pass, a
more democratic approach
and less convoluted approach.
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8. Funds

on the question.

Addition of no personal benefit
clause

11. Common Seal/12.
Dissolution

9. Meetings

No substantive change

Change from specifying June
30 to “within three months
following balance date” to all
future flexibility.

13. Personal Benefit/14.
Dispute

Clarifies that all members
may attend but only full and
life members can vote.
Changes requirements for
calling a Special Meeting (any
seven members > Board/either
co-chairperson/or 10
members written request)
Adds process if quorum not
met for both types of meeting.
Clarifies/expands voting
procedures.
10. Rules
Clarification that two third
majority is from members who
are entitled to vote and vote

New sections
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Beyond Binary
ambassadors

